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The Los Angeles County industrial
market continues to see record low
vacancy rates, which are hovering in
the 1 percent range with a conservative forecast calling for rents to increase by 7.5 percent in 2019. Ecommerce companies and third-party
logistics providers (3PLs) — many
of which support ecommerce operations — will continue to be dominant
market players, according to NKF’s
Los Angeles industrial market report
for Q1 2019.
In North Los Angeles, we are seeing multiple submarkets, including
those in the San Fernando Valley,
Ventura County, Conejo Valley, Kern
County, and the Santa Clarita areas,
becoming more connected than ever

before. These areas and projects are
now “connecting the dots” between
all the submarkets as the opportunities for industrial space in Los Angeles’ core markets become increasingly
more competitive and scarce.
For example, occupiers that have
been in the 130 million-square-foot
San Fernando Valley industrial market for decades are now needing more
space. However, the opportunities
for larger, modern product are just
not there. The majority of industrial
product is less than 100,000 square
feet with 16- to 24-foot clear heights.
This can work for users like cosmetics, entertainment and aerospace, but
others need more modern features to
streamline operations. Many have already relocated, expanded or are seriously considering expanding to other
areas that were not even a consideration a decade ago.
The Ventura County cities of Camarillo, Moorpark, Thousand Oaks
and Simi Valley are great catcher’s
mitts for San Fernando Valley companies seeking brand-new, Class A
industrial buildings. By choosing

these locations, however, they also
reap the benefits of lower taxes and
have access to a huge talent pool of
employees across the entire North
Los Angeles market.
Simi Valley is one of the most desirable submarkets for new industrial space right now. Our NKF team
recently signed a lease with a local
user for a 56,306-square-foot new development here on behalf of Rexford
Industrial. Just south of that site is a
211,715-square-foot building where
developer Xebec Development just
broke ground. It was formerly the
site of a 120,000-square-foot office
building. This state-of-the-art facility
offers 32-foot clear heights, 27-foot
dock high loading doors and 135-foot
truck courts — it’s a challenge to find
an older facility with those specs just
10 miles east in the San Fernando Valley.
Valencia, off the 5 freeway in the
Santa Clarita submarket, is another
region growing for industrial. With
about 30 million square feet, this
newer, master-planned community
has caught the attention of industrial

users in the eastern part of the San
Fernando Valley that are looking for
new homes. IAC Valencia is currently
under development by International
Airport Centers. This nine-building,
Class A project has seen great leasing
and sales activity, with the recent sale
of a 187,540-square-foot building selling for nearly $200 per square foot.
Another prime example of a recent development, leasing and subsequent sale is Conejo Spectrum, a
505,000-square-foot business park in
Thousand Oaks built by Sares Regis
and completed in mid-2018. Within
three months of completion, seven
of the nine buildings were leased to
a wide variety of users, including
ecommerce and biotech firms. We
sold the property on behalf of Sares
Regis to Rexford Industrial in early
2019 in a landmark deal for more than
$106 million and a price per square
foot of about $210. It’s challenging for
REITs to find mass in our market, so
a newly constructed Class A business
park is highly sought after. We don’t
see any of this slowing over the next
several years.

GREATER LA APARTMENT SECTOR STAYS STRONG AFTER RECORD 2018
The City of Los Angeles checks all
the boxes for an excellent apartment
owner environment. This includes a
booming economy, expensive housing, meaningful job growth, and an
abundance of Millennials and professionals. Los Angeles enjoys an immense and fast-growing high-tech
industry, especially within the media,
tech, aerospace and advanced transportation industry with the likes of
Netflix, Google, SpaceX and Northrop
Grumman. Los Angeles County houses the nation’s largest international
trade industry, the nation’s largest
manufacturing base, and an increas-

ing amount of venture capital investment startups. A growing economy is
almost always paired with escalating
housing costs, and Los Angeles is no
exception. More than ever, residents
are driven to rental housing as homeownership is prohibitively expensive
and not conducive to job mobility and
flexibility.
Last year was a banner year for
region’s apartment sector. The average market rent in the Los Angeles
MSA has seen extremely impressive
growth, increasing an average of 5.3
percent annually since the turn of the
century, according to Axiometrics.
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This remarkable trajectory has been
spurred by the extremely tight rental
market, with annual occupancies averaging between 94 percent and 97
percent. Such indicators allow landlords to be extremely discerning when
vetting tenants, which, in turn, provides safer income streams.
The Santa Monica/Marina Del Rey
submarket continues to rank first
in the highest average market rent
within the Los Angeles MSA, which
currently stands at $3,503 (AXIOMetrics, Q1 2019), with the Beverly Hills/
Brentwood submarket a close second
at $3,398. Both areas have witnessed
impressive annual growth since 2010,
averaging 5.3 percent and 5.7 percent, respectively. While annual rental
growth in each submarket was at least
3.3 percent (Burbank/Glendale), several other regions saw an increase of
more than 7 percent. This includes the
San Fernando Valley, South Los Angeles, Palms/Mar Vista, Hollywood and
the Antelope Valley. While growth
rates for all submarkets will lessen going forward, forecasts still call for average increases of 2.5 percent to 4 percent. Historically speaking, these are
still fantastic investment indicators.
The slowing rent growth has had
little effect on multifamily investor
interest as both domestic and international capital continues to flood
the Los Angeles market. Last year
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was marked by record sales volume,
as well as average per-unit and persquare-foot pricing. The total volume
of sales in Los Angeles County topped
$10 billion for the first time ever, with
a record average price per unit of
$285,000. This was more than double
that same indicator of 2009, according
to industry data.
Once a rare occurrence, there were
several trades that topped $50 million
in 2018 in San Fernando Valley markets, Santa Clarita, Glendale and Pasadena, to name a few. Well-located,
Class A properties, such as 8th+Hope
in Downtown, performed particularly well. This asset traded this past
December for nearly $760,000 per
unit and $733 per square foot. Similarly, the Highland in Hollywood sold
for about $685,000 per unit and $763
per square foot. Given the continued
strength of the region and the resulting demand, we expect this pace and
acceleration to continue in 2019 and
2020.
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